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LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY PLANS FOR A
LABORATORY MICROFUSION FACILITY

David B. Harris
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos National Laboratory is actively participating in the National

Laboratory Microfusion Facility (LMF) Scoping Study. We are currently

performing a conceptual design study of a krypton-fluoride laser system

that appears to meet all of the driver requirements for the LMF. A new

theory of amplifier module scaling has been developed recently and it

appears that KrF amplifier modules can be scaled up to output energies

much larger than thought possible a few years ago. By using these !arge

amplifier modules, the reliability and availability of the system is

increased and its cost and complexity is decreased, Final cost figures will

be available as soon as the detailed conceptual design is complete.

The national LMF study is seriously considering three drivers

possibilities for the LMF; the KrF laser, the Nd:glass laser, and light-ion

accelerators. Heavy-ion accelerator proponents are also participating in

the LMF study, but the technology is not thought to be sufficiently

advan~ed to be ready in the time for the LMF. Additionally, both direct

and indirect drive are being considered by the study as methods of

imploding ~he target.

The KrF laser proposed by Los Alamos is the least developed of the

three LMI: driver candidates. Our Aurora laser, now under construction, is

the first end-to-eqd demonstration of a KrF laser for inertiul confinement

fusion (ICF). The first demonstration of laser energy pro[}agated thro~l~h

the entire amplifier chain [s scheduled for iate this ye;~r. (;rcater rh;in (Jnc

kilojoule is expected to be delivered [o the !arget plane l{;Itly nt:xt yc;~r

we w;l: perform experiments to determine the

Iascrs for I(”F applications.

The Krh’ laser appears to s;~tisfy all of the

ldrii~ ‘it’l.v attractive I. Ml; driver for the t(~ll(~~
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1. It should have the lowest driver-energy requirements for the

LMF because the 250-rim fundamental wavelength is near-

optimum for target coupling.

2. The KrF laser is suitable for both direct and indirect drive because

the natural broad bandwidth and short wavelength make it the

only candidate for echelon-free induced spatial incoherence.

3. Delivery of any desired pulse shape to the target is

straightforward because it is not a storage laser and pulse-shape

distortion due to gain saturation can be controlled so

shape generated in the front end can be propagated

amplifier chain without change.

4. The KrF laser is relatively simple to adapt to ~epetit

that a pulse

through the

vely pulsed

con.mercial and military applications because it is a gas laser.

I would like to expat:d on the importance of a driver being able to do

both direct and indirect drive. The main difference between the two

approaches is that in direct drive the laser deposits its energy directly on

the pellet surface whereas in indirect-drive the driver energy is first

converted to x rays, which are then used to ablate the pellet surface and

cause implosion. Clearly the extra step required by the indirect-drive

approach makes it less efficient and results in a lower gain. Both

approaches have uncertainties as to whether or not they will achieve high

gain with acceptable driver energies. If direct drive works, then the yield

goal of the LMF can be achieved with less driver energy, resulting in a

substantial cost reduction for the LMF over the indirect-drive approach. lt

needs to be determined which approach is better, We at Los Alarnos have

a development p!an designed to resolve this issue before construction ot’

the I.MF.

“rhcre are two major :\reas of risk involved with the l,MF: the driscr

and the ti~r~ets. As tc~ the drivers, no I(Y driver h:~s ciemonstrntcd bt)fh

the cost and performance required for the I.MP’. I.ight-i(m :~ccelcrat{~rs

require [m extrapol:iti~.~n of greater ihan tin order ot magilitu(!c in energy

to go from PBFA [i to the [.Ml:. [n addition, there rcrn:iin s;gnil”ic:~nt iss[l~*\

with respect to acc:~rnplishing pulse shaping ond f(~cussing with ttlc

required sl:lndoft dis!ance. Nd:gl~iYs I:tscrs ;trc ()[tcn {Icsc’ritw(l :t~ t!l~’ ttlf~~l
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developed ICF driver, but Nova, Lawrence Livermore’s seventh generation

Nd:glass laser is over a factor of 500 away from the LMF driver energy

requirement, based on current performance. Also, the unit cost of Nova is

approximately a factor of 50 higher than the LMF cost goal. KrF lasers

require a factor of approximately 2000 scale up to go from current levels

to the LMF requirement.

three orders of magnitude

two-billion dollars on.

ICF targets also have

It is obvious that scaling a laser system up by

in energy has too great a risk to gamble one- to

many risks and uncertainties, ranging from their

manufacture to ignition requirements. Past and current ICF drivers have

provided much information about target physics. Unfortunately, there are

some issues that cannot be addressed with current devices. These issues

include certain laser-plasma interactions that appear only at large scale-

lengths and target ignition physics not yet demonstrated in the laboratory.

These issues contribute directly to an uncertainty in the required LMF

driver energy, which at this time cannot be specified to an

greater than a factor of two or more.

The Los Alamos KrF laser development plan is designed

simultaneously reduce the driver and target risks associated

accuracy

to

with the LMF

and to provide detailed specifications for the driver and target. ‘The first

step in the development plan is to operate Aurora for several years. This

will allow us to obtain experience with operating a KrF Ias”;r-fusion system

and to resolve issues. During operation of Aurora, we plan to design and

build a large power amplifier module that will serve as a prototype for

future KrF systems. The second step in the development plan is to

construct and operate an intermediate facility that we call the Ignition

Physics Facility. Los Alamos is the only Itiboratory proposing this

intermediate step. This step will

● provide a step between current drivers and the [.MF S(J th:i[ such

extreme extrtipolations are not required.

● demonstrate that the I,MF driver performance and C(JS( cstim:ilc i~

achievable at ;1 substantially lower cost, ilfld

● demonstrate target physics at the ignili~)n Icvel whcrr Ill;isln:l

scale-lengths are ct~mparahle to th(~sc O! the I,M1:.
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After operation of the Ignition Physics Facility, we will have sufficic nt data

to embark on the construction of the LMF with acceptable risks.

In summary, Los Alamos is actively participating in the LMF Scoping

Study and is currently performing a conceptual design study using 21 KrF

laser for the driver. The LMF Scoping Study is very important because it is

leading to a decision on which driver or drivers the ICF program will

continue to pursue. The LMF driver decision must be made carefully. We

are all aware of the haunting specter of the idle $372-million Magnetic

Fusion Test Facility.

We believe that the KrF laser offers several unique advantage~, as an

LMF driver: the KrF laser has the ability to satisfy both target dlive

approaches; it’s short wavelength and broad bandwidth make it nearly

ideal for target coupling; it is capable of delivering pulse shapes generated

in the front end to the target without distortion; and it is readili~ adaptable

to repetitively pulsed applications.

The Los Alamos KrF laser development plan calls for an intermediate

step between current facilities and the LMF. W’e believe that the risk is

too high to proceed directly to an LMF without verification of target

performz,nce and driver performance and cost. After operation of an

Ignition Physics Facility, the exact driver and target specifications for the

LMF will be known. and the LitiF can be built with acceptable risks.


